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QUEEN, PRINCESS & LITTLE MISS CONTEST 
Speeches 

The speech portion of the contest will begin at 9:00 am and has a two-minute 
minimum required time limit. Candidates are to speak about anything with a 
western theme. 

Personal Interviews 

The personal interview portion of the contest will be face to face. 
Interviews will begin immediately after the speech portion of the contest. 

Horsemanship 

The Horsemanship portion of the contest is to demonstrate the candidate’s 
horsemanship skills while correctly performing the pattern. The Queen run is 
included in the horsemanship portion and will be performed after completing 
the pattern and arena questions. The horsemanship portion of the contest will 
begin 30 minutes after personal interviews to allow candidates to change their 
attire, saddle and warm up. 

SCORING: Scoring will be done as follows: 

1. Speech - 45 total points available
2. Personal Interviews - 45 total points available
3. Overall Appearance – 10 total points available
4. Horsemanship & Queen Run – 100 total points available

Responsibility Of Titleholders: 

1. Attend each specie show at the county fair to present ribbons, awards and appear
in photos

2. Carry flags in the XIT Rodeo & Reunion Parade
3. Carry flags in the Clayton 4th of July parade and rodeo
4. Carry flags in Haydon Cowboy Club Memorial Day rodeo

*Responsibilities may increase as opportunities arise.



Queen and Princess Pattern 

1. Enter the arena at a walk and turn right.

2. Proceed to first marker at a trot, turn left, and lope to second marker.

3. Without stopping slow to a trot and continue to center of arena.

4. Begin figure eight starting to the right on the correct lead.

5. At the center of the arena perform a left lead change while continuing figure eight.

6. At center of arena perform a right lead change and continue large, fast figure eight.

7. At center of arena perform a left lead change and continue large, fast figure eight.

8. At center of arena stop and settle.

9. Back horse 10 feet and settle.

10. Spin horse right twice, stop. Then left twice, stop and settle.

11.Make one full lap around the arena for presentation. Ride on correct lead.

12.Stop and approach judges for arena questions

5. Participate in the Clayton Football Homecoming parade



Little Miss Pattern 

** Approach judges and dismount for arena questions 

** Mount and begin queen’s run after arena questions 
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